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Набор системы срочного вызова с ИБП

Технический паспорт продукта

Ссылочный номер

NRS LS 0834-2 LG

Набор системы срочного вызова с ИБП

состоит из кнопки вызова со шнурком, сигнализатора срочного вызова, кнопки
сброса, блока питания и ИБП модуля 
(крепление винтами, без крепёжных лапок)
комплектуется 1-кратными рамками
UPS module: Installation into deep flush box

Emergency system
The JUNG emergency system is a well-conceived, complete set for emergency calls in
WCs or en-suite bathrooms in old people’s homes and nursing homes or WC facilities in
public buildings. It ensures that a person in need of help can sound the alarm in an
emergency and meets all the safety-related requirements in accordance with DIN VDE
0834.
 
The emergency system is a modular distributed system.
The following five components are available as a complete emergency system set:

- Pull cord push-button
An emergency call can be triggered in the bathroom/WC via an easily accessible pull
cord. The pull cord push-button can also be installed in the middle of the room on the
ceiling so that it is easily accessible for people in need of help. A red lamp on the
switch signals that the emergency call has been triggered successfully.

 

- Emergency signal
The emergency signal can e.g. be installed outside next to the WC door or landing
door. A triggered emergency call is signalled visually by a red LED and acoustically by
a buzzer, 90 dB(A). Both signals can, if required, be changed from continuous light/
continuous tone to flashing light/pulsing tone.

 

- Reset button
The reset button is installed next to the door in the same room as the pull cord push-
button. The assisting personnel can reset the triggered call.

 

- Power supply for the emergency call system with DC 24 V
 

- UPS module for bridging power failures
 
The service unit and the call button are separately available. The service unit can be
installed in addition to the components of the emergency set e.g. in a staff room or lobby. A
green button indicates presence while a yellow button suppresses the acoustic emergency
signal for 20 seconds. The call button has an additional control for triggering an emergency
call.
 
The emergency system is available for the AS / A, CD and LS design ranges to complete a
unique design in a building. The design frames are part of the system set.
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For a system extension all components are available separately.

для серии LS

Цвет:
светло-серый
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